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plied w reject those chain points which have an apparent motion
that is improbable and to edit properties ofindividual points that
are inconsistent with their neighbors. For each resulting chain,
a wind shift estimate and a wind shear hazard estimate is then
computed using a variety of wind analysis methods operating on
appropriate regions of the the input Doppler velocity imagery
and, where available and appropriate, utilizing additional
sources of wino information such as anemometerdata (e.g., air
port LLWAS centerfield wind reports). Following wind analy
sis, the newly updated gust front history is used to make flexible,
pOint-by-point predictions of where points along the front will
be located as some future time. Such predictions are also used
in the processing of subsequent images, specifically in the fea·
ture detector called ANTICIPATION (described later).
2.2.

FeatUre DetectoCS

TDWR base reflectivity and Doppler velocity data are pro
cessed by:!vOGFA using approximately ten different FTC-based
feature detectors. Figure 2 shows several interest images pro
duced by applications of FTC to the input images that are dis
played in gray-scale along the top row oflhe figure (in the veloc
ity image V, white pixels indicate strong winds directed away
from the radar, while black pixels indicate strong winds directed
toward the radar). The figure also shows the combined interest
image resulling from combinafion of the iodividual interest
images. Homogenous, mid-level gray regions denote mas\::
areas whercspecific featuredetectors are preven ted from expres
sing an opin ion regarding the presence of a gust front, deferring
instead to the evidence generated by other feature detectors. In
each of the interest images. white pixels indicate locations of
maximum confirming interest, while black pixels indicate loca
tions of maximum disconfinning or negative interest.
The first interest image in the second row (TD\VR-TL
DZ-CONV) is generated by a tandem feature detector that looks
for thin lines in the DZ image that are coincident and aligned
with velocity convergence in the DV image. SinceobscUTation
prevents detection of thin line echoes inside storm cells. the
IDWR-TL-DZ-CON V detector is prevented from generating
opinions in these areas.

The ID\VR-DZ-CONV-MOnON det~tor is similar to

TDWR-TL-DZ--CONV except that it looks for tandem motion
ofreflectivity thin lines and velocity convergence lines. Motion
detecton; are based on simple differencing. The DZ image from
the previous scan (recei ved approximately 5 minu tes earlier) is
subtracted from the DZ image from the current scan. In thedif
ferenced DZ image. gust [rants appear as white lines (positive
values at the front's position in the current scan) that are trailed
by parallel dark lines (negative values at the front's position in
the previous scan). The functional template retwns maximal
scores where thin lines of positive values occur.
The interest image labelled tDWR-ASSORTED-MO
nON represent.s the combined (maximum) evidence from a
number of single feature detectors. This constitutes a campara
ti vely liberal detec tor that helps to offset the re latively conserva
tive opinions produced by the tandem detectors.
The TDWR-CELL-CONVERGE detector looks for ve
locity convergence boundaries specifically within stonn re
gions. Note that in this detector, all non-storm regions have
been masked so that the detector is prevented from expressing
an opinion outside of storm regions.
The TDWR-IDGH-CONVERGE detector is designed 10
provide additional interest wherever there are very strong veloc
ity con vergence boundaries. This deteCtor is an important ele
ment in that it helps to ensure detection ofpotentially hazardous
wind shears when there might not otherwise be enough support
ing evidence from other detecIOI'S.
Finally. the ANTICIPATION feature detector provides a
mechanism for spatially adjusting the detection sensitivity of
MlGFA on the basis of knowledge of various environmental
data including the prior hislory of the gust fronts being tracked
and dominant weather patterns. Anticipation works by creating
bands of high interest values where the object is expected to be
in the current scan. Anticipation is set not so high as to trigger
a detection by itself (i .e.. coasting), but high enough to raise col·
located weak signals above detection threshold.
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Figu.re J. Block dio.gram uj'lhe Machine Inlelligenl Gust From Algorithm (M1GFA)for J1WS.

Figure 2. Combining ofinieresl Images . Input DZ (reflectiviTy), V (velociry), and DV (W:/OCltychn"ge) images are shawn a/ong ,,:ith output
in:eresl images from some of the feature derectors. The last rwo fr~s in the lower right show the images resulnng from combming the
wlfious interest images.

3.

WINDFIELD ANALYSIS

In order 10 generate wind shift forecasts and wind shear
hazard repons. wind field analyses need to be conducted on dlf
fercntspatial scales and at di ITeremlocationsabout the fronl. For
runway planning purposes, wind shift forecasts are opentional
ly useful when they indicate what the persislent winds are at
sOme distance behind the front. while meaningful wind shear
hazard estimates require an analysis that capeures the velocity
gradient across the frontal zone. We found that using a single es
timation technique worked well for many cases. bUl produced
less than satisfactory results given various combinations of
viewing geomelI)' and data quality problems.

Instead ofusing a single wind estimation method, MIGFA
utilizes amulli-algorithmicconsensus approach. Severa) differ
ent techniques of Doppler wind field analyses are performed in
regions behind, ahead, and inside of a selected segment of the
gust front as show in figure 3. Additional wind estimates are ob
tained from airport anemOmeter data (Figure 4). The various

localized wind analyses are used in ccnStruction of the wind shi fl
forecasts and wind shear hazard reportS.
Ftrst, a segment of the guSl (ront over which the wind anal
ysis will be performed is chosen based on the distance of the
from from the airport reference point (ARP). As long as a de
tected fronl together with its 2a-minute position forecast lie out
side an airport control radius parameter (nominally 15 kIn).
MIGFA simply chooses a 12 km segment centered about the
frODt 's midpoint as the focal poi nt forthe wind analysis. Howev
er. once the nearest point of a gust front moves to "";thin 20 min
utes of the airport control radius, the analysis region is shifted to
correspond 10 the 12-km segment of the front that is forecasted
to pass over (he airport. This localization of the wind analysis is
important because gust fronts can extend for lenS ofki.lometers
and can have oUlfiow strengths that vaT)' considerably along
their lengths. Once the appropriate gust front segment has been
identified. multiple "'-ind field analyses areconducted within the
three analysis regions shown in Figure 3. For each analysis re
gion and where appropriate. wind estimates are Obtained using
the following techniques:

2.

Optimal estimation. A linear least-squares technique
called optimal estimation (used in the IT\VS TenninaJ
Wmds algorithm [Cole, 1994]) is used to compute a wind
speed and direction from a sample of radial Doppler veloc
ity values together with a background wind estimate for
guidance. For "wjnds behind" and "winds inside" esti
mates, the gust front propagation velocity is used as the
background vector. For the "winds ahead" estimate, gust
front characteristics cannot be used to supply a background
_wind vector and the computation reduces to a traditionaJ
least-squares fit of radial velocity assuming a uniform
wind model. The calculation produces Dot only an esti
mate, but also a covariance error value indicating confi
dence in the estimate. This technique tends to fail when the
angle between the radial and the true wind direction is
large. It also tends to fail when there is a wi nd shear across
the sampling region. The covariance error value is trans
lated into a weight value. The weight value is flUther de
creased if the viewing angle is large or if there is significant
variation among sample values.

3.

Airport anemometer measurements. For a gust front
that has just crossed the airport, an airport anemometer
(such as the LLWAS centerfield anemometer or from
ASOS) provides the most direct measurement of the near
surface winds behind the gust front. Likewise, for a gust
front that is approaching and is in close proximity to the air
port, the anemolllcterprovides agood measure of the am bi
enl winds ahead of the frout. which can be used in deter
mining
the
wind
shear
hazard.
However,
representativeness ofthis measurement decreases with dis
lance from the location where winds are to be estimated.
Thus, this estimate is given a hi gh weight when close to the
desired wind analysis region and progressively lower
weights with increasing distance.

4.

Radar site wind. The wind velocicy at the radar site is esti·

12KM

Figure 3. Doppler wind OJUllysis region!i for MTGFA wind shift
and wind s~ar esllmanotr.
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I.

Perpendicular wind model. This estimator is used for the
"winds behind" and "winds inside" estimates and assumes
thaI winds behind the gust front are perpendicular to the
orientation of the gust front. The radial Doppler velocity
values v,. within the analysis region arc converted to hori
zontal wind speeds I V I using the relationship:
IV I=

Vr /

a 2.5 km radius of the radar, assuming a uniform wind field.
This estimate is temporally smoothed with prior site wind
estimates using a weighted average. As with the airpon
anemometer estimate, representativeness decreases with
increasing distance; the weight given to this estimate is reo
duced accordingly.

5.

Persistence (history). The consensus wind estimate from
the previous processing interval can be used both as a de
fault value and as a dampening mechan ism when averaged
with other wind estimates. The weight assigned to the per
sistence estimate is computed as a fraction of the priorcon
sensus weight, depending On how close the attributes of tile
previous gust front chain matches the current one (i.e.,
proximity and propagation direction).

6.

ITWS Terminal Winds algorithm output. Additional
estimates roreach of the three analysis regions can be ob
tainedfrom the surface-layer 2 !un resolution gridded out·
put of the ITWS Terminal Wmds Algorithm. Wind esti
mate weights are decreased as the time difference between
tlle Terminal Winds data and the TDWR base data in

cos 1p

where lJIis the difference between the radar azimuth and the
angle perpendicular to the orientation of the gust front.
This calculation is unstable for large Pwhich occurs when
the gust front is nearly radially aligned, so 'Pis constrained
to a maximwn of 60 degrees. The weighl for this estimate
is a function ofthe viewing angle, with greatest weight giv
en when the gust front i s oriented perpendicular to the radar
azimuth.

creases. Weights are also adjusted as a function of the cor·
responding error covariance value that accompanies each
Termina1 Winds gridded wind point. These data are not
currently being incorporated by MJGFA, so (for now) the
weights are being set w zero.

4.

WIND SHEAR HAZARD ESTl1vlATiON

Some gust fronts Can produce hazardous levels of wind
shear. Current operational requirements for the gust front prod
uct stipulate that a wind shear alen shall be issued whenever a
gust front having a .6. V exceeding 15 knots intersects a runway
approach orde parrure corridor. Historically, the length inlerval
over which this quantity has been computed has been 1 km.
Once again, MlGFA uses aconsensus approach to obtaining this
eso male, with varying weights assigned to individual estimates
based on situational COUlex!. Currently MIGFA computes the
t:. Vasa weighted average ofestimates obtained from three dif
ferent estimation techniques:

1.

3 4 5 6
RANGE (1J1l)

Vector difference. With this estimator, the 6. V across the
front is computed using previously computed consensus
estimates obtained behind and ahead of the front. Figure 5
illustrates the vector geometry. I). V is computed as the
magnitude difference between the winds inunediateiy be
hind tne front (the "inside" winds), Vb, and the vectorcom
ponent of the wind ahead of the front, Va, that is parallel to
Vb (labeled Va ). This estimator is less likely to give the
I -km change than the radial shear map method. since it is
insensitive to the velocity gradient of the front. Figure 6 il
lustrates this problem with three example radial velocity
profiles across a froIll where the end-to-end vector differ
eoce is tbe same, but the 1 km change in velocity across the
frontal zone is quite different.

~-8

3456

RJV.'GE (kin)

Figure 6. Emmple radW./ velccity profiles a("ross three fronts MV
ing different cross-frofU gradients, but the some end-to-end velcc·
iry change. The vCClor difference method would yield aLl V of 8 mis
for clUh profile. which is the same as the J-km change in (c). By
contrast, the I-kmLlV is quite different/or cases (a) and (b).

3.

Radial shear map. The most<lirect technique, and the one
that most closely provides tbe 1 ken change in winds, is to
retrieve t:. V values directly from the areas of the radial
shear map (DV image) that correspond tothedetected fron
tal position. The estimate is weighted by the variance of the
population ofindividual radial shear values and by the dis
tance of the shear location from the radar site (shear values
tend to be less reliable as range increases due (Q decreasing
signaJ-lo-noise falios).

2.

I~-4~
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5.

Persistence (history). The previous t:. V estimate for the
gust front is used as a persistence-based estimate of the cur
rent.6. V. The estimate is weighted by now closely the loca
tion and associated propagation direction of the current
gust front analysis segment match those of the previous
detection.

WlND SHIFT ESTIMATfON

On the user's graphical Situation Display, anum bered ar·
row placed behind thecurrcnt gustfronr location denotes the ex
peeted wind speed and direct ion after gust front passage, i.e., the
wind shift. Controllers use this information wgether with the
predicted gust front locations to plan runwa y usage. ATe repre
sentatives have Slated that for the wind shift product to be opera
tionally useful. the displayed windshiftestimareshould indicate
what the winds will be at the airport 10 minutes after gust from
passage. The implicitrcasonmg behind tbis requirement is that
a wind shift of duration less than 10 minutes is not worth the
delay that might be incurred by reconnguring the runways. For
shon-duration wind ShiflS, controllers would prefer 10 "wait il
out" with the current runway configuration, holding traffic if

necessary.
For each detected gust front, MlGFA uses the propagation
speed and direction ofthe frontto determine the wind sh ifI anal
ysis region (i.e.. the "winds behind" region) thai corresponds to
"10 minutes" behind the fronl (as sho-.vn in Figure 3). The
weighted average consensus of eSlimators for the "winds be
hind" region is then used as the wind shift forecast.
6.

RESULTS

6. 1.

Deteclion Perfounance

MIGFA has been extensi vely field tested at a numberofdif
ferent locations over the last four years using ASR-9 WSP (Or
lando, FL; Albuquerque NM) and TDWRfIT\o\IS (Orlando, FL;
Mempbis,1N; Dallas-Ft. Worth, TX) testbed radar systems op
erated by Lincoln Laboratory. During these live operational
field lests, MIGFA provided real-time gust front products to air
traffic controllers and user feedback was obtained. Input radar
Figure 5. fIlustraJwn ofvector difference method/or com
and anemometer data logether with algorithm output products
puting wind shear hazard (Ll V).
were archived for subsequent performance analysis. Results

from several different performanceassessments have been doc
umented in prior pUblications [Troxel. 1995; Klingle-Wilson,
1995J. During two recent tests of ITWS (Orlando, 1993 and
Dallas. 1995), MlGFA was run concurrently with the produc"
tion IDWR gust front algorithm (GF88). providing an opportu
nity for comparing the performance of1'vITGFA against an exist
ing standard. Performance of both algori\lurls was assessed by
automated scoring of algorithm detectio:1s against a truth data
base generated by visual inspection of each input image pro
cessed by the twO algorithms.
To generate the truth database, an expert analyst inspected
successive Doppler velocity and reflectivity images from the
TDWR separately orin rapid sequenceas a movie. Foreach scan
image. the analyst entered a I ist ofcoordinates marking the gust
front end points along with an intermediate sampling of points
in between. For categorization of reSUlts. the estimated maxi
mum wind shear in the convergence zone was also stored.
An automated scoring procedure, described in detail by
Klingle-Wi} son [l992] compares computed guSt front detec
tions against coordinates contained in the truth database. Brief
ly. the scoring algorithm connects the scquence of coordinates
defining the limits of the gust front and expands the collection
ofconnected line segments intoa 5-km wide region that i~ called
a truth box. The scoring program assesses detection perfor
mance by two metrics. The first measure is a crude event-based
statistic th atcounts a detection as valid if any partofthedetection
overlaps any part ofa truth box. A detection is counted as false
ifilfalls rompletely outside ofany truth boxes. An overall prob
ability ofdetection (POD) is computed by dividing the number
ofsuccessfuU y detected fronts by the numberoffronts identified
by the human analyst. The probability of false alarm (PFA) is
the number of false detections divided by the total number of
detections (both valid and false). A second. more rigorous met
ric measures detection quality by comparing the length of the
froOf against the length identified by the human analyst. The
percent length detected (PLD) is expressed as a ratio of the
length detected to the length delimited by tbe human analyst
The percent of false length detected (PFO) reflects the fraction
of total detection length thaI was not verified by truth.

Tables I and 2 compare the automated scoring results cate·
gorized by strength for MIGFA and GFS8 for the Orlando
(MCO) and Dallas (DFW) test sets. Orlando results were Com
puted from a substantial database comprised of 2750 images
from 230 hOUTS of data collected on 30 different days during the
test period. Dallas results were computed from a more limited
data set comprised of456 images from 35 hours ofdata on 6 dif
ferent days. AJ; can be seen from the tables, MIGFA outper
formed the current TDWR gust front algorithm at both loca
tions. especially for the weaker gust fronts..M1GFA correctly
detected and tracked over70% ofall gust fronts identified by hu
man analysts, compared 10 a best effort of 40% at DF\V for the
existing GF88 algorithm. An apparent exception in the 15 knot
category of DF\\igust fronts is most likely insignificant since
this category contai.;1ed only 11 total images from a single gust
front. For this one event, MIGPA was twO scans later than GF88
in reporting the gust front.

MIGPA did an even better job of detecting the overall
length of gust fronts. Porexample, at Orlando MlGFA detected
57% ofthe total length ofall gust fronts, representing a five-fold
improvement over GF88 perfonnance in this category.
MIGFA's substantial improvement in detection perfor
mance over the existing detection algorithm can be understood
by considering that the current TDWR algoritbm utilizes tradi·
lional l-D processing of radial Doppler velocity convergence
signatures [Uyeda, 1986] as its primary means of detection.
Without spatial context and additional information from other
sources ofevidence such as reflectivity thin lines and motion, the
GF88 algorithm is at a disadvantage. Some other recent exper
imental algorithms have attempted to make additional use of
thin line recognition [Eilts. 1991 J, but modest improvements in
detection probability have often been accompanied by undesir
ably high false alarm probabilities. Once again. the traditional.
1-0 processing methods li.rn.it achievable perfonnance gains.
6.2. Wind Shift and Wind Shear Hazard Report Accuracy,

MIGFA wind shift foreca'>ts were compared against
LLWAS centerfield anemometerdala for 53 gust fronts thai were
detected by MlGFA and that traCked over the airport during
ITWS operational testing at Memphis in 1994 and J995. Re
sults were obtained by comparing MIGFA wind shift reports
generated wbile thegust front was 10 minutes away from the air
port against airpon centerfield anemometer measurements talc·
en between seven and 13 minutes after gust front passage over
the ai!port.
Wind shear hazard (6 V) estimate accuracy was also as
sessed using a subset of35 gust fronts from 1994,. Algorithm
wind shear hazard reports that were generated while the gust
front was impacting the airport were compared against wind
shear hazard estimates obtained by visual analysis ofIDWR
Dopplervelocity data in conjunction withcenterfield anemome
ter data.
Table 3 lists mean eITO[1; and error standard deviations for
the 6. V estimate and for the wind speed and wind direction com·
ponents of the wind shift forecasts. As can be seen from the
table, MlGFA's wind sbearand wind shift forecasts aregeneral·
ly consistent with observations. The wind direction component
of the wind shift forecasts show the widest discrepancies with a
mean error of 22 degrees and a standard deviation of absolute
differences of 16 degrees. These numbers are comparable to
those reponed in earlier studies of the current TD\VR gust front
algorithm. For example, Hermes [l993J examined 117 gust
fronts and reponed a mean direction error of 24 degrees and a
standard deviation of 18 degrees for the cum:nt IDWR algo
rithm.

Table i.

P~rfQml(1flce comparison

between the currem TDWR gustfrom algorrrhm (GF88) and MIGFAfor Orlando gllSr jronJs.

ORLAJ."J"DO

PROBABIUTY OF DETECfION (%) /

(2750 IMAGES)

[ PERCENT LENGTIi DETECTED )

PROBABllJTY OF
FALSE ALARM (%) /
[ PERCENT FALSE

tJ.V (mls)

LENGTH DETECTED)
8 I (17)

3/ (7)

Table 2. Perforl1U11la comparison between the wrrenr TDiVR gusl from algorithm (GF 88) and MlGFA for Dall!ls gUS! fronts.

DALLAS

PROBABILITY OF DETECTION (%) I
[ PERCENT LENGTH DETECTED)

(456 IMAGES)

PROBABIUTY OF

FALSE ALARM (%) i
( PERC&\IT FALSE

tJ. V (roIs)

LENGTH DETECTED ]

10/[111
74/ [60]

78/ [64J

One possible source ofdiscrepancy between MIGFA wind
shift estimates and "truth" observations is the difference in aJti
tude between the area being sampled by the radar and the point
near the ground being measured by the anemometer. When wind
direction values obtained by inspection of IDVIR Doppler
images were compared against corresponding LLWAS center
field anemometer measuremenis, a mean difference of 25 de
grees and a standard deviatiotl of 31 degrees was obtained. This
suggests that some of the discrepancies between MIGFA and
LLWAS centerfield wind direction estimates can be attributed to
differences between wind measurements obtained by the two
sensors. Hermes [1993J cited height differences of as much as
140 m between areas scanned the rndar and the region sampled
by a ground-based anemometer as a possible factor in observed
differences with the current TDWR wind shift algorithm.

Table 3. MIGFA report efTor for wind skar (.1 V) and wind shilt (speed
and dm;ction) est;mme$.

MEAN ERROR

SID. DEY.

tJ.V

I.S mls

1.2 mls

SPEED

1.6 mls

1.4m1s

DIRECTION

22.0 deg

16.2 deg

6.3.

Limitations of MIG FA Wind Shjft Forecasts.

There are a number of problems that can limit MlGFA's
ability to produce accurate wind Shill forecasts. One problem
is thaI outflow characterist ics can vary considerably in the area
between the gust front boundary and the wind shift analysis re-
gion, making determination ofa single representative wind shift
estimate difficu Ii. Forexample, the rclati vely cold thunderstorm
outflow can be thought of as a density current. Laboratory fluid
tank modeling and analyses have shown thaI such density cur

6/ [19]

rents can produce so-<:alled "graYity waves" that induce oscilla
tions in the flow (Simpson, 1987). We have periodically ob
served these gravity waves behind strong gust fronts, where
they produce pronounced short-period fluctuations in wind
speed and direction (Figure 7).
Another interesting problem is that ofthedetache<i outflow
boundary, or horizontal roll [Wakimoto, 1982J. These types of
gust froDts continue to propagate. but are no longer continuous
ly fed by the original generating thunderstorm. They often pro
duce a momentary wind shift. followed by a relatively quick re
turn to ambient (prc-gust front) wind conditions. AlJ of this may
occur in a reLativel y small area located between the leading edge
ofthe gust front and the "winds behind" region chosen by MIG
FA for the wind shift analysis. When this occurs. MIGFA may
actual1 y produce a wind shift vector that points in a direction op
posite the propagation direclion of the gust front. This is not
necessarily incorrect. since a wind shift arrow poinling in Ihe
same direct ion as the current ambient aiepon winds would sug
gest to ATe that any wind shift associated with the incoming
gust front will nOI persisl long enough to warrant changing a
runway configuration.

TDWR data quality has been a significant cause of MlGFA
deteetionand wind estimation failure. Perhaps the mostdifficult
data quality problem for MlGFA is that of velocity data errors
introduced by the TDWR velocity dealiasing algorithm. The
velocity dealiasing algorithmattempts to res olve Dopplerveloc
ity measurement ambiguities resulting from wind speeds that
exceed the radar's unam biguous velocity range by "unfolding"
the ambiguous measurements into the correct yelocity interval
[Sykes, 1991; Wieter, 1991], When dealiasingerrorsoccur. ani
ficial velocity convergence boundaries are sometimes generated
that can mimic strong gust front convergence signatures and
could cause false detections. For MIGFA, we have developed
a special detector that examines local distributions of yelocities
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Figure 7. Gravity WlIlfes behind a gust from seen in TDWR ref1ectiviry (left) and Doppler velocity (riglu) unagery. Reflectiviry scale (DZ) is in
dEZ and velocity scale (\I) is in mls wah lighter shades indJ.caring winds directed (award rhe radtJr, and dark£r shaMs indicali'lg winds directed
away from the radar. Range rings are in km. The gustfrOn1 {sarientedfrom WNW wES£ and lhe newesr edge i£ ll/ approximau/y 15 kmfrom
the radtJr. Note I1l particular, the oscillations in IIu! Doppler velociry imagery wilh a period of oppro;r:imale/y 6.5 km (10 miruue.s).

and recognizes the sharp ::-Jyquist-intervaljump in radial veloc·
ity that is characteristic ofthese dealiasing errors. Strong nega·
ti veinteresl isgeneraled along these error boundaries. The nega·
live interest is then used to suppress positive interest that would
be generated by MlGFA's convergence detectors.
There is another type of velocity dealiasing failure that is
more problematic for windshift estimation.The TDWR dealias
ing algorithm utilizes a windfield model for guidance in unfold
ing the velocities into the correct velocity Nyquist interval. We
have observed numerous instances where tbe windfield model
appears lomisimerpretthe shear acrosssoroe gust fronLS as alias
ing, especially if the gust front is propagating into a sparse data
region.. This causes the dealiasing algorithm to improperly UD
fold asubstaIltial area of the velocit)' field behind thefmne. Fig·
ure 8 shows an example of this. Such inappropriately "cor
rected" velocity data can lead to wind shift estimate errors jf
these regions are subsequently processed with MIGFA's wind
shift estimators. The robustness of MIGFA's consensus method
of wind estimation helps to limit, but not eliminate, the impact
ofthese bad velocilY values on the fmal results. Nonetheless, we
are currently working on techniques to identify these error re
gions (not just the errorregion boundaries) so thai they will not
be incorrectly processed during wind shift estimation.

Othercauses ofmisse<l wind shift forecasLS include rapid! y
evolving gust fronLS, complex wind fields due to interactions
with other outflows from nearby storms, and fronLS that dissi
pate before reaching the airpon.
7.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
Automated gust front detection and tracking, together with

associated wind shear warnings and wind sbift forecasts, serve
imponant traffic safety and route planning needs for ATe. Pre
viow; reports by the authors have focussed primarily on meth
ods for de leCling and tracking gustfronts, with primary attention
given to the signal processing and machine intelligence tech·
niques used. By contrast. this report provides a more in-depth
discussion of the additional wind shift and wind shear proces·
sing tasks required to complete the gust front product.
After providing a brief review of the deteCtion algorithm.,
we first presen1edan update on the latest MIGFA deteCtion capa·
bilities using data obtained from recent field tests conducted in
Orlando, FLood Dallas, TIC During these real-time tests, MIG-
FA was run side-by-s ide with the existing TDWR gust front al
gorithm and detection performance was assessed. At both loca
tions, MIGFA substantially outperiormed the existing TDWR
gust front algorithm (GFB8), not only in terms of the number of
fronts detected, but also in tenns of the total lengths of the de·
tected gust fronts. As a result of this demonstrated improve

Figure 8. Exomple of rDWR veloc!r)" deaIiasing erro~ conUUnilUlling {he velocity fleW behind a gust from. Pan of ~ gu.st from can be seen
in the refleclivity ii'lUJge (left) as a 5 dRZ l1>1n line extending WSW from tire radar and 15 hn ahi'lJd oflhe illu!lSe line o!lhurukrSIOm!S. In the
corre,tponding velodty vnage (righJ), erroneous velocity values fill a sector extending from approximaTely 335 degrees to 60 degrees azimuTh.
These vallleS ate Incorrecrfy reprcsemed as oU/bound veracities (dark grays). Reflectivity scale (DZ) IS /1l dBZ and velocity sCLJie (V) is in mls
wirh lighter sJuui£.l iJrdiC.(Jf;'Tlg winds direCfed taward The raJUrr, and dIlrku sluuies indic(;/ing WInds directed away from The radar. Range rings
are in Ian.

ment, work is currently underway to equip existing TDWRs
with the additional hardware computational capability needed
(via dedicated "outboard" workstations)w use MIGFA as an up
grade replacement for tbe current TDWR gust fronl product
go::neralOr.
The bulk of this report focussed on details of IMIGFA's
wind shift and wind shear estimatiOlltechniques. Rather than
rely on a single wind esLimation technique, MIGFA perfonns
wind! analyses in regions 10 minutes behind, immediately be
hind, and ahead of the front using a variety of wind estimation
techniques including optimal estimation, least squares fit of
Doppler values 10 a unifonn wind model, direct anemometer
measurements, perpendicular wind model, and persistence (his
tory). Consensus estimates for each of the three windfield anal
ysis regions are fonned by weighting;md averaging the individ
ual estimates using rules that aceou", for situational conlext.
Consensus estimates for the region 10 minutes behind the front
are used for the wind shill fOTecaslS. These were compared
against LLWAS centerfield anemometer measurements and
were shown to be accu rate well within operational requirements.
A number of issues and difficulties penaining to making
0lJerationally useful wind shift forecasts were discussed. Wmds
behind many gust [ronlS can often c};hibit considerable variabil
ity over relatively shon time and distance scales. making deter
mination of a single representative wind shift estimate difficulL

TDWR data quality. partiCUlarly where velocity dealiasing was
incorrectly applied, was shown 10 beaconsiderable factor affect
ing reliability of MIGFA wind shear and wind shift estimates.
MlGFA currently has spedfic algorithm logic to recognize arti
ficial convergence boundaries occasionally produced by these
dealiasing errors. Additional techniques are being developed to
limit corruption of MlGFA wind shift estimates from these daLa
quality problems.
As a near-term algoric.hm enhancement, we plan to incor·
porate 2-km gridded wind analyses available from the JT\VS
Tcnninal Wmds algorithm [Cole. 1994]. These gridded wind
data. computed by combining data from a national numerical
weather-prediction model (RUe) with observations from
ground stations. aircraft reports, and Doppler weather radars.
would serve as an ac.lditional "estimator" to help refme MlGFA's
wind shift and wind shear reports. This effort will need to be
coordinated with Terminal Wmds algorithm developers. The
TenninaJ Winds algorithm needs feedback from MIGFA re
garding locations of gust fronts so that wind estimates are not
spatially smoothed across actual windfield discontinuities pro
duced by gust franlS.
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